I OBJECT to the new Park ward boundaries in so far as Gilpin Street, Allen Road and part of Rock and St.
Paul's Roads respectively are added. The Commission should seek to change boundaries for only the most
compelling reasons and should avoid unnecessary disruption. These streets should be placed in the proposed
North ward, not least because to do so would not just minimise disruption but would improve electoral
equality between Park and North wards respectively. As such Park ward should be left with its existing
boundaries which are longstanding and well understood.
Whilst I broadly support the new West ward, the decision to move many established properties in a fine
residential area around the old Peterborough District Hospital site and adjacent to Thorpe Road into a
Peterborough Central ward will attract much opposition and is unprecedented, not least because it disregards
the natural boundaries of the A15 and the East Coast Mainline.
I SUPPORT the plans for the new Bretton, East, Paston and Walton, Dogsthorpe, Eye, Thorney and
Newborough, Gunthorpe and Werrington wards respectively
I think that there is a case to be made to move the Central ward further east and to retain the railway line as
a strong natural boundary; as the area west of the railway line has very little in common with the area to the
east in the current Central ward.
Notwithstanding my comments regarding the boundary between the proposed North and Park
Wards, I support the new North ward but believe its name is redundant and illogical. It is no longer "north"
of either the urban area or the Unitary Authority as a whole, the name being an historical anomaly. I believe
therefore that it should be renamed "Millfield and New England" ward to better reflect the local residential
districts of which it will be composed.
I should be most grateful if you would take my comments into account in preparing your final boundary
proposals.
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